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 Thinking and Reasoning Skills



Alternative Endings

Try out your creative counterfactual thinking on these examples:


1. If the young Bruce Wayne had been afraid of heights instead of bats, then 


.................................................................................................................................................

.................................................................................................................................................

.................................................................................................................................................

.................................................................................................................................................

2. If Superman’s capsule (containing baby superman) had landed in the jungle and he had been raised by chimpanzees, then


.................................................................................................................................................

.................................................................................................................................................

.................................................................................................................................................

.................................................................................................................................................

3. If Peter Parker had been bitten by a radioactive chicken, rather than a spider, then


.................................................................................................................................................

.................................................................................................................................................

.................................................................................................................................................

.................................................................................................................................................
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Ignaz Semmelweis and Puerperal Fever – The Solution

The most likely hypothesis would have been that this was a problem associated with labour and childbirth because the women who went through the longest labour were the most likely to develop the disease. However, this ignores the cases in which women who were not pregnant developed the fever. This leaves a hypothesis that the fever had something to do with the doctors’ examinations. 

Those women who arrived too late to be examined seemed to be less at risk, while those who went through a long labour and were examined frequently, were more at risk. But then this doesn't explain why the fever was less of a problem in the midwives' division, where women would be examined just as often. So, perhaps it was the experience of being examined by men that was somehow the cause? But then again women who gave birth at home and were examined by male doctors usually had no problem. This suggests that it is something to do with being examined by men in the hospital, which seems to be borne out by the facts that when Semmelweis and the students were not there to examine the women, and during the time of Professor Boer, when women were not examined for teaching purposes, the numbers dying from the fever fell.


In the end it was a tragic accident which allowed Semmelweis to solve the mystery when a colleague suffered a puncture wound to his finger from a student's scalpel, while performing a dissection. Soon after, he died from blood poisoning and Semmelweis realised that this probably came about as a result of a minute particle from the dead body passing into the blood stream. Although other people also knew the facts of the case, only Semmelweis made the connection with puerperal fever. So, he argued, in the women's cases infected material must have passed into their bloodstream in the same way when they were examined each morning by students, who had come straight from the dissecting room where they had been performing autopsies on those who had died the previous day. This would explain why women in the midwives' division, though frequently examined, were not developing the fever in such large numbers: nurses didn't do autopsies. It also seemed to show why those who went through a prolonged labour, probably getting examined two or three times, would be more likely to develop the fever than those whose labour was short. Similarly, it explained why the death rate was low under Professor Boer and why it fell when Semmelweis was not there. Semmelweis was determined to find the cause, so he spent more time in the dissecting room little knowing that he himself was an agent of the disease. As for Boer, he did no dissections and taught on a wooden model rather than by examining the women. It also offers an explanation of why the death rate should decline when the foreign students were barred from the ward: they tended to be more conscientious than the others and examined more often.


To test his theory Semmelweis ordered the students to wash their hands in a solution of chloride of lime before each examination. Within a month deaths had dropped from 12 per cent to three per cent. By July they were under two per cent. However, despite reducing deaths from puerperal fever by more than 90 per cent, his findings and publications were rejected by hospital and medical authorities. Eventually, after suffering a breakdown, he went into a mental hospital in Vienna, where he died in 1865. But his refusal to accept the conventional wisdom of his day was to be the inspiration for the work of Louis Pasteur and the great advances in bacteriology that were to come. Without his courage the development of this field, considered by many to be the greatest single advance in the history of medicine, might never have occurred.
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Skill 10:  
CREATiVE THiNkiNG
This skill takes the Thinking and reasoning skills qualification beyond traditional critical thinking skills, 
such as working with the components of arguments and assessing credibility. Being able to think 
creatively, in a way that goes above and beyond the information provided, is an incredibly useful 
thinking skill with a variety of academic and practical applications. 


By teaching and assessing this skill, the aims and objectives are as follows:


     GENERATiNG QUESTiONS
   Teachers should aim to:
Teach students how to ask open 
and relevant questions in order to 
 gather information in response
  to stimulus.


  STUdENTS SHOUld 
BE ABlE TO:
Produce questions that attract 
a full response that might be 
helpful in reaching a decision, 
conclusion, or hypothesis.


                     GENERATiNG idEAS 
            ANd HYPOTHESES


    Give students practice and
    guidance on how to come up with
     plausible, relevant, and sufficiently
       supported ideas and hypotheses.


              STUdENTS SHOUld 
        BE ABlE TO:
Use the information and 
evidence available to come 
up with a hypothesis, idea, or 
suggestion that realistically 


follows from the evidence. 


         GENERAliSiNG ANd   
    EXTRAPOlATiNG FROM dATA
 Expose students to a variety of  
ways in which data can be presented,
 how to extract information from it 
  and to avoid making assumptions 
    and unjustified generalisations in 
       doing so. 


  STUdENTS SHOUld 
    BE ABlE TO:
Analyse data in a variety of 
formats e.g. graphs, tables, and 
demonstrate an understanding 
of what can and cannot be 


reasonably drawn from the 
information it presents. 


 


          SUPPOSiTiONAl ANd   
     COUNTERFACTUAl THiNkiNG
    Teachers should aim to:
 Guide students in thinking   
suppositionally (if...then) and 
 counterfactually (considering 
  plausible, alternative outcomes  
    based on alternative factors and     
        different circumstances).


  STUdENTS SHOUld 
BE ABlE TO:


Come up with realistic, alternative 
consequences in a historical 
situation based on a consideration 
of different factors and 
circumstances (if this had been the 


case, how might the outcome have 
been different?)`
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Thinking creatively does not mean taking wild guesses and thinking so far ‘outside the box’ that the 
evidence and information inside ‘the box’ is ignored! in this context, it means working creatively with the 
information given, and involves having the imagination to ask questions that take you further. This is not 
an easy thing to do, but there are some techniques that can help.  


Firstly, you should make sure that the questions you ask are worded so that they get lots of information 
back. Consider the following dialogues in a police investigation into a missing parrot:


HOw TO GENERATE QUESTiONS


PC Tipps:  Were you in the petshop at the time Polly went missing?


Suspect:  No


PC Tipps:  Were you anywhere close by? 


Suspect:  Yes 


PC Tipps:  What were you doing last night? 


Suspect:  Lots of different things


PC Tipps:  Where exactly were you at 7pm yesterday?


Suspect:  I was at home watching TV.


10.01 Creative Thinking Starter activity.ppt


You may have noticed that PC Tipps’ line of questioning did not get him anywhere until he asked a 
question that was clear enough to get exactly the information he needed. His first two questions were 
likely to attract only a one word answer, such as ‘yes’ or ‘quite’, which probably won’t be very useful. A useful 
question, on the other hand, will get you  more information – they often begin with one of these words: 


What     Which     When     Who     Where     Why     hoWWhat     Which     When     Who     Where     Why     hoW


Click on the red arrow to preview


The following support materials can be found within the 
Skill 10 pdf portfolio.
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10.02 Generating questions printable worksheet.doc


10.03 The Thing from Planet Zob printable worsksheet.doc


The following support materials can be found within the 
Skill 10 pdf portfolio.
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HOw TO GENERATE idEAS  
ANd HYPOTHESES


The most important factor when generating new ideas and/or hypotheses is justification. 
whilst creativity and imagination are also important, a wild and fanciful explanation for 
a given set of phenomena is no good if it does not fit with the information we already 
have, so you should always be able to justify a hypothesis by referring to the evidence 
supporting it. 


A common saying in the medical profession is ‘when you hear hoofbeats don’t look for 
zebras’. The meaning here is that a medical professional should look for the hypothesis 
that is likely. in this case, a zebra could be a suitable explanation for the existence of 
hoofprints, but in most cases the there is a higher probability that the hoofprints belong 
to a horse. You might justify this with reference to a number of truths: we live in a country 
where there are only zebras in zoos; there are many horses in fields, used by the police, 
ridden around towns by their owners and so on. 


The following activity, which is best done in groups, needs to be done in the order 
presented and will give you practice at generating questions as well as generating 
hypotheses:


10.04 Puerperal Fever investigation.doc


10.06 Puerperal fever hypothesis 2.doc


10.05 Puerperal Fever hypothesis 1.doc


Once you have decided on your final hypothesis, you may want to see how it compares 
to what actually happened in this fascinating case:


10.07 Puerperal Fever - the final hypothesis.doc


The following support materials can be found within the 
Skill 10 pdf portfolio.
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HOw TO GENERAliSE ANd 
EXTRAPOlATE FROM dATA
it is common for data (facts or statistics collected together for analysis) to be presented as 
evidence, which can then be analysed and conclusions drawn from it. data can be presented 
in a variety of ways, such as tables, graphs, pie charts – the purpose being to make the 
information clear or to give it more focus, but the way in which it is presented can sometimes 
make the information less clear, or ambiguous, or make it selective so that it supports a 
particular point of view. it is important, therefore, to look carefully at the labelling of axes and 
keys, as well as the data itself. 


Consider the following data (taken from www.homeoffice.gov.uk) for anti-social behaviour 
related incidents:


year reported


N
um


be
r o


f i
nc


id
en


ts
it looks as though the incidents of anti-social behaviour make up a significant percentage of 
the total crime for that year, but it is important to note that these figures are separate to the 
total recorded crime – these are incidents that have been reported but not severe enough to 
be included as official ‘crimes’ – this includes things like littering or dog fouling, or making too 
much noise.


Consider which of the following can be reasonably drawn from this data:


There has been less anti-social behaviour in 2010/11 than in the year before
 


 


Crime in 2007/8 reached an all time high
 


  Less anti-social behaviour has been reported in 2010/11 than in 2009/10
 


 if we add anti-social behaviour to reported crime, there have been over  
50’000 incidents over the last four years


 we could reasonably draw a figure like this from this data, but the figure of 50’000 is a 
miscalculation and is too high. 
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HOw TO THiNk SUPPOSiTiONAllY ANd 
COUNTERFACTUAllY


Returning to the example of Ant and dec climbing Mount Everest we saw in skill 9, consider 
the following question:


If Ant discovered that two of his oxygen canisters were faulty as they were about to leave 
base camp, then what would be the closest they could now get to the summit, if they stay 
together? 


Being flexible in the way we see factors and consequences is an important skill, as we 
often face unforeseen changes in the circumstances surrounding a problem, or make new 
discoveries about the factors leading up to a past event, which might change the way we see 
the outcome or how it might have turned out differently.  


whilst the changes that Amy and Sheldon propose are somewhat far-fetched, 
the important thing to note is the way in which they propose an alternative 
outcome and offer a reasoned justification for it.
©2011 Chuck lorre Productions


American TV series ‘The Big Bang Theory’ has a funny scene in which Amy and Sheldon 
play a game that they call ‘Counterfactuals’ :


10.08 along The Way printable activity.doc


10.09 alternative endings printable worksheet.doc


The following support materials can be found within the 
Skill 10 pdf portfolio.
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 Thinking and Reasoning Skills



Open or closed?

Circle the correct answer for each question


What is your favourite colour?






Open      Closed

Do you like blue?








Open      Closed

Have you seen the latest ‘Batman’ film?





Open      Closed


Which is your favourite Batman film?






Open      Closed


When did you get back from holiday?





Open      Closed


Where did you go on holiday?






Open      Closed


Did you have a good time on holiday?





Open      Closed


Why do you think cheese and onion are better than salt and vinegar?

Open      Closed


Would you like cheese and onion or salt and vinegar?



Open      Closed


Question generator

Complete the following questions that you might ask a new friend to make conversation and find out what you have in common:


What.............................................................................................................................................?

Which.............................................................................................................................................?

When..............................................................................................................................................?

Why.............................................................................................................................................?

Who.............................................................................................................................................?

Where.............................................................................................................................................?

How..............................................................................................................................................?
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Ignaz Semmelweis and Puerperal Fever – Task 2

One of the first questions which Semmelweis himself tried to answer was:



What are the differences between the doctors’ ward and the midwives’



ward in the hospital?


These were the differences he found:


		The Doctors’ Ward

		The Midwives’ Ward



		Each day a priest and bellringer walked through the ward

		The priest and bellringer didn’t visit the ward



		The food provided was different from that in the midwives’ ward

		Some of the women brought their own food with them



		The women gave birth lying on their back

		The women gave birth lying on their side



		Student doctors, as part of their training, would examine the women

		No student doctors examined the women





Task



Dr Semmelweis has now asked you to use the information above to generate some hypotheses or suggestions as to what might be causing the higher rate of fever in the doctors’ ward compared to the midwives’ ward.
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Along the way


It is often the case that somebody’s line of thought takes them on a path which runs from a starting point to final thought which appears totally unrelated.


For instance, if someone were to start with the thought ‘the weather looks fantastic today’ and ends with the thought ‘The dog will need a bath later today’, then the thought process in   between might look something like this:


· The weather looks fantastic outside today


· I think I’ll go for a walk


· I’d better take the dog with me because she needs some exercise


· She got filthy on the walk she had yesterday


· The dog will need a bath later today


Your Task


For each of the following examples, find a line of thought to fill in the gap between the starting point and the final thought. 


You are allowed to use anything between 3 and 5 steps.


1.
Starting Point:

Tennis is a great sport



Finishing Point:
I must get my favourite shirt washed before the party


2.
Starting Point:

I wish we could study Harry Potter instead of Shakespeare



Finishing Point:
Coke can be really refreshing when it’s cold


3.
Starting Point:

Mum’s making lasagne for dinner tonight



Finishing Point:
I can’t find my computer memory stick anywhere


4.
Starting Point:

My friends are telling me the new Bond film isn’t that good



Finishing Point:
I need to ring Granddad on his birthday


5.
Starting Point:

Assisted suicide for terminally ill people should be legalised 



Finishing Point:
I don’t believe in the death penalty


6.
Starting Point:

Eastenders is going to be on every day next week



Finishing Point:
Astrology is a load of nonsense
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Ignaz Semmelweis and Puerperal Fever – Task 1

One of history’s most famous medical and scientific mysteries took place in the largest teaching hospital in Europe in the middle of the nineteenth century, a time before much was known about bacteria. Ignaz Semmelweis was a 28 year-old assistant professor at the Vienna General Hospital who worked mainly in the maternity clinic. In 1847 he faced the serious challenge of trying to discover why so many women were dying of a disease known as Puerperal Fever or ‘Childbed’ Fever. 


These were the basic facts:


· The number of cases of Puerperal Fever had increased to very high proportions within the hospital.


· The symptoms were inflamation of the abdomen, high temperature and fever, deliriousness and finally death.


· At the time doctors believed there were two possible causes of the disease:


· The bad smells which hung around the hospital.


· A build up of breast milk inside the woman which caused poisoning within the body.


· One woman, who was not preganant, but having a tumour removed from her womb, also contracted the disease and died.


· Five times as many women died in the doctors’ ward as in the midwives’ ward.


· Puerperal Fever was very rare amongst women who had their babies at home.


· Many pregnant women were so afraid of contracting Puerperal Fever that they would wait until their labour started before entering the hospital.


· Those women who arrived at the hospital once their labour had begun hardly ever contracted the disease.


Task



Dr Semmelweis set out to solve this mystery and reduce the number of deaths from Puerperal Fever. He began by examining the facts and asking a number of questions.


You are his assistant researcher and he has asked you to help him draw up a list of questions which will help him to solve the mystery of why the number of deaths has gone up so much.


Using the questions ‘who?’, ‘WHICH’,  ‘when?’, ‘where?’, ‘why?’, ‘what, ‘HOW’?’ produce a list of 10 questions you think Dr Semmelweis should be asking to start to investigate the mystery.
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Ignaz Semmelweis and Puerperal Fever – Task 3

Semmelweis ordered that the differences between the doctors’ and widwives’ wards should be removed as far as possible.


· The priest and bellringer were sent on a different route, so they didn’t go through the doctors’ ward


· The patients in both wards were now given the same meals


· All the women were now to give birth lying on their sides


Unfortunately, these changes made absolutely no difference to the high death rate from Puerperal Fever in the doctors’ ward.

Semmelweis’s boss, Professor Klein, was getting more and more anxious about the high death rate, so Semmelweis worked harder and harder to find the cause, spending hours in the dissecting room performing autopsies on the bodies of women who had died from Puerperal Fever. He also started to look for other patterns which might explain what was causing it. This is what he found:


		The longer the woman’s labour lasted, the more likely she was to develop Puerperal Fever



		Since Professor Klein had taken over the running of the teaching hospital from Professor Boer the number of women developing the fever had increased



		The number of deaths was higher when Semmelweis was working in the ward than at those times when he wasn’t



		The deaths were also higher when foreign student doctors were working in the ward than when they were not





Once these patterns had been observed, Semmelweis noted a few other interesting points:


· The longer a woman’s labour lasted, the more often she was likely to be examined


· Professor Klein’s methods for teaching the student doctors involved dissecting dead bodies and examining patients


· His predecessor, Professor Boer used a wooden model to teach the student doctors


· The foreign student doctors were often more conscientious in their study and in the care they gave the patients


Task



Dr Semmelweis has now asked you to look again at the HYPOTHESES you developed in Task 2. 


· Do any of your hypotheses still match the new information?


· Can you develop any new hypotheses which take account of the new information?
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The Thing from Planet Zob

Mission not impossible but quite difficult…


Eighteen months ago and a million light years away, you and your crew members set out on a mission: to find intelligent life in another galaxy.  Recent reports from United Nations Mission Control (UNMC) suggest that an extra-terrestrial being has been discovered from Planet Zob. 


The company that employs you, Space Ex, have taken no chances and have sent several other crews on the same mission. Your careers are in jeopardy as rival spacecraft close in on Planet Zob.  Who is going to be the first to make new contact and secure the new life form for Space Ex to use?  It’s all down to you now.


UNMC have formally requested that each crew must send back a report on the nature of the life form.  You have to establish whether this alien is sufficiently human-like for it to be treated in the same way as a person. 


If the alien turns out merely to be a kind of cosmic vegetable, then Space Ex have permission to eat it, grow it and experiment on it as they wish. If, however, it is as complex as a person, then Space Ex, and everyone else, must respect its life and autonomy.  In other words, it is down to you and your team to work out what place this alien has in our moral system.  


Your Mission: You must decide upon three questions that will help you to quickly gather the information you need to decide whether or not the alien should be counted as a person. These questions will be transmitted back to UNMC and the team to come up with the most useful questions by the deadline will be instructed to land on Zob and make first contact. UNMC have already decided on the first question – you must think of three more and explain how they will be useful in deciding on the personhood of the alien.


		Your question




		Explanation of relevance



		What emotions do you have?




		If this species can, for example, feel sadness or joy like humans can, then this suggests a similar level of emotional intelligence.
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